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Gay Rights Program to be Held at NLC
A program concerning the
legal aspects of various gay
rights issues will be presented at
the National Law Center on
Thursday, AprilS at 8:00 p.m.
The program is being co-
sponsored by the National Law-
yer's Guild and the Women's
Rights Organization. Its pur-
pose is to increase the .awareness
of law students as to legal issues
relating to gays, .as well as to
emphasize the emerging concept
of full civil rights for homo-
sexual women and men. Pro-
grams with similar intent have
been successfully presented at
. the G.W. Medical School, but Hewman, co-counsel for Sgt.
with the focus on medical prob- Leonard Matlovich, the gay
lems in the gay community. activist currently fighting a
The program will feature forced discharge from the mili-
guest speakers and informal tary service. Ms. Hewman is a
discussion on several legal is- graduate of the Georgetown Law .
sues; including the issues of gays Center and a member of the
in the military, gay parental D.C. Bar. She was previously
fitness for child custody, the affiliated with the ACLU Mili-
status of sodomy laws and the , tary Rights Project and is now a
attitude of state bar associations member of the National Military
toward gay attorneys. Students Discharge Review Project. Along
will be encouraged to comment with Atty .. David' Addlestone,
on or question any legal issues Ms. Hewman hasworked on the
pertaining to the gay movement. Matlovich case since its begin-
Among the still incomplete ning.
list of speakers will be Susan Joseph Stewart, a 1973 gradu-
'ate of the National Law Center,
will speak regarding the
current status of sodomy laws
. and prosecution ofviolators. Mr.
Stewart is presently fighting his
own sodomy. conviction and is
now engaged in a Constitutional
challenge to sodomy laws in the
D.C. Court of Appeals. Mr.
Stewart is a member in good
standing of the D.C. Bar and is
employed by the Washington
Office of the National Lawyer's
Guild. Mr. Stewart is also a
member of the Guild's Anti-
Sexism Committee and the Gay
Activists Alliance. .
Attorney Nan Hunter will
speak on the 'topic of gay
parents, with particular atten-
tion. to the' issue of Lesbian
mothers and child custody a-
wards. Ms. Hunter is also a
member of the D.C. Bar and a
graduate of Georgetown Law
Center. As' a practicing attorney
in the District, she has several
clients who are Lesbian mothers.
She is a member ofthe Women's
Legal Defense Fund and the
National Lawyer's Guild. Ms.
Hunter is currently in the
process of forming a feminist
law collective in Washington. ,
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Rape ReformGrowp
Writes Model Law
"Don't struggle against an armed rapist or you may be
killed" ... but in D.C. your rapist will be acquitted if you fail to '
resist enough .
. "Call the police to report a rape" .. .and risk character
assassination on the stand when you testify.
Determined to correct these contradictions between reality
and law, several women at the law school began to work last'
spring on a model rape statute. This year the drafting work was
finished. The resulting bill would alter the law in several
significant areas. The proposed bill is sex-neutral, protecting
both men and women from sexual assault, the spousal exclusion
is eliminated, and different degrees of nonconsensual criminal
sexual conduct are recognized.
Currently under D.C. law, rape is forced vaginal penetration'
of a woman by a man against her will. All three elements - force,
, penetration, and lack of consent - must be present. D.C. law,
further requires corroborative evidence such as cuts or severe
bruises, witnesses, or evidence of sperm. The victim's past sexual
history is routinely examined at trial, and she must offer proof of
resistance. The victim must resist to the utmost, unless she was
put in fear of death or grave bodily injury, and that.fear must be
found to be reasonable.
The proposed bill requires only that the act be committed
against the victim's will. Prior sexual history is limited in
admissibility, and requires an in camera determination that the
probative value of the evidence outweighs its inflammatory or,
prejudicial nature. Sexual conduct of the victim with persons
other than the defendant is usually excluded under the proposed'
bill. . .
Council person Hobson has introduced a bill in D.C. that,
would require an in camera hearing on the admissibility of prior
sexual history in rape trials. In January, D.C. Superior Court
Judge Norma Johnson ruled out evidence of a rape victim's
.' Please tum to p. 2, col. 2 ,'.
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.Dean Overrules SBAChoicei Of
Sm.ith>Center, Commencemen t
In a surprise decision made . Dean Kramer, in his explana-
public last Tuesday Dean Rob- tion to an SBA Graduation
ertKramer announced that he Committee representative cited
had chosen Lisner AUditorium four factors 'upon which his
as the site of May: graduation, decision was based. First, the
overruling the opinions -,of a 'Dean said that the Closeness of
majority of law students as the poll results were such that a
expressed iii a poll taken by the large body of student would be
SBA.' The results' of that poll unhappy regardless which site'
indicated that law students was chosen, and that therefore
preferred Smith Center, the new the poll results were not deter-
sports arena, to. Lisner byavote minative of the question. Sec-
.of 110 to 77, primarily-because 'ond,' DeanrKramer cited the
of the larger. size of.' Smith opinions of Messrs. Kirkpatrick
Center, which would enable and Potts, both of whom
graduates to invite a larger strongly 'supported Lisner, pri-
number of friends and family. marily on the grounds that the
more formal ambience of the
auditorium was a more appro-
priate setting for May gradua-
tion. Third, the Dean indicated
that the physical layout of Smith
Center was such as to unduly
complicate the mechanics of
graduation, particularly as re-
gards the placement of gradu-
ates in alphabetical order. Since
each student is personally hand-
ed a diploma in the course of the
ceremonies, the Dean felt that
the smooth functioning of this
process was an important aspect
. Please tum to p. 3, col. 1
Exclusive on Chicago Mob: See p. 3..
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BeerParty held on patio behind Stockton Hallon March l Ith.
.' .
ABA to Review Procedures
For Selection ofJudges
While the nation is again
turning its attention to the long
and complex process of selecting
a President, the American Bar
Association is undertaking a
fresh analysis of the procedures
by which the nation selects its
most powerful non-elected offi-
cials, the life-time members of
the federal judiciary including',
justices of the United States
Supreme Court.
"We have unlimited oppor-
tunities to judge and react to
Presidential hopefuls," said
Lawrence E. Walsh, president of
the American Bar Association,
"but there has been little public
understanding of the process by
, which we select officials to run'
the vital third branch of our
government.
The new analysis will begin
March 12-13with the convening
of an American Bar Association
"National Conference on Selec-
tion of the Federal Judiciary" at
Vanderbilt University in Nash-
ville, Tennessee. Speakers and
participants, Mr. Walsh said,
will comprise the most know-
ledgeable and broadly repre-
sentative group ever assembled
to study the federal judicial
selection process.
They will focus principally on
the role of the ABA Standing
Committee on the Federal Ju-
diciary which has, in coopera-
tion with presidents and attor-
neys general since the Eisen-
hower administration in 1953,
investigated and reported on the
professional qualifications of .all
candidates for federal district
and circuit judgeships. The
committee also has been con-
sulted on nominees for the
Next Issue
The next issue of the Advo-
cute will appear on Tuesday,
April 13, 1976. Have a pleasant
holiday, and don't forget to
write.
Supreme Court but until recent
years was not asked to conduct
full-scale investigations prior to
the President's final selection of
a nominee.
Conference speakers and par-
ticipants will' include officials
responsible for selection of
judicial nominees during' the
administrations of Presidents
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson
and Ford as well as chairmen of
the ABA Judiciary Committee
during the more than 20-year
period. ,
Mr. Walsh, who is a former
chairman of the committee, a
former federal district judge in
New York City.v-and former
Deputy United States Attorney
General, said, papers. prepared
for the conference will provide a
detailed analysis of the commit-
tee's procedures and discuss a
number of proposals for im-
proving and expanding them.
Speakers will include Sen.
Charles Percy (R-Ill)who will tell
of new procedures he has
devised' for the selection of
nominees for federal judgeships
in Illinois, and discuss a pro-
gram which would help assure'
that all Senators' select highly
.qualified candidates, for recom-
mendation to the President.
Pock to Present Info
On Bar Exam
Professor Pock has agreed to
conduct a one-night (probably
one hour) program with the
main topic of discussion to be
"Bar. Examination Subjects". It
is open to all students who are
not sure about which courses to
take as upperclassmen, This is
by no means a substantive ,law
program, it is simply an inform-
al presentation of what is
generally required on most bar
exams. Following Professor
Pock, there will be a question
and answer period with second
and third-year students which
will be geared to the particular 'C
courses that are offered by the
NLC. No date has been set;
however, once the schedules for
the next year. are printed a
. definite time will be established
and posted throughout the law
school.
Second-year representative -
Jennifer Monroe - will be next
year's chairperson of 'the Stu-
dent Book Exchange. An effort
will be made to collect books
from all students at the end of
final exams this year so that they
can be sold next year before
classes start. This should be
particularly helpful to first year
students who want to get rid of
their textbooks to incoming
students.
The Macke machines in the
Student Lounge .of Stockton
have been causing people a lot of
grief in the past couple of weeks.
In an effort to remedy the
situation" they (Macke, not the
machines) have been contacted,
and in the forseeable future, the
machines will be stocked with
fresh fruit and yogurt instead of
Dagwood sandwiches and other
such atrocities to humanity. On
the same line of thought, a
request has been made to have a
clock placed in the Lounge, and
hopefully, this too will'be taken
care of soon. .
At the faculty meeting which
was held last month, Professor
Miller noted that the Curricu-
lum Committee is considering a
course in Legal Ethics and
Professional Responsibilty since
many states are now requiring
that lawyers have this under
their belt before ,they will be
admitted into practice in that
state. He has invited suggestions
from both students and faculty
alike as to course content, so
anyone ,having anything he or
she wants to see included in such
a course is urged to speak, with
Professor Miller, or drop a note
in the SBAOffice.
Finally, there willbe a meeting
at 8:00 P.M. on March 16, in the
SBA Office for all students
interested in participating in the
First-year Orientation Commit-
tee. Efforts are going to be made
to insure that next year's
newcomers to the NLC have a
smoother and saner transition to
the life of a law student than in
years past, which as you may
recall can be fairly discomfiting.
Swimming Pool Hours
(Bring your own towel)
M-F 11"1 pm
4-6:30 pm
8-10 pm
1~5pm
3-10 pm
Sat.
Sun.
•
Long Hours for R'ape GrOllp Pay Off
Continued from p. 1, col. 1
sexual relationships with other men, Appeals courts in
Maryland, Virginia, and 13other states have similiar rulings.
The corroboration requirement is also eliminated in the
proposed bill, recognizing the sufficiency, of the victim's
testimony. This measure has received support from anotherD.C.
Superior Court judge, Judge Theodore Newman,who refused to
instruct the jury on corroborative evidence in a rape trial last
.year. The Court of Appeals is currently considering the case. A
majority of states no longer require corroborative evidence.
, Penalties for rape are bought into line with penalties for other
kinds of assault in the proposed bill, stressing the violent nature
of the crime rather than the sexual aspects. Juries will more
readily convict a rapist where the maximum penalty is 20 years'
imprisonment rather than a mandatory life sentence. Also
degrees of sexual, assault are recognized with descending
penalties, depending on the presence of aggravating circum-
stances,
Members of the Rape Law Reform Project worked with the
D.C. Commission on the Status of Women to produce a
compromise bill, and participated in the D.C. Town Meeting on
Rape, an Achievable Goals Workshop held in November as part
ofInternational Women's Year. '
Thr group has also been investigating university response to
the recent, rapes in the GWU garage at 22nd and H Streets.
University' officials' and campus women's groups have been
contacted about improving security in the garages through
increased personnel, security devices like cameras and monitors,
or high security parking areas reserved. for women. The
university so far has arranged for an engineer to conduct a
feasibility study, andrepainted alarm buttons in the garage. The
rape law group is considering writing a memorandum on the
university's responsibility to provide safe facilities for all
students, faculty, and employees.
Now that the initial drafting is completed, members of the'
rape project are submitting the bill to criminal law professors for
comments and are planning the next phase of lobbying and
public speaking. Members of the Rape Law Reform Project
recently participated in a training session, conducted by the
Rape Crisis Center, on public speaking about rape, the history of
rape laws, and current rape law in the District. This workshop
was a project of the D.C. Sexual Assault Workshop Steering
Committee, of which second year student Debby Grayson is a
member. Julie Weatherby is compiling lobbying information
and legislative histories of other reform proposals. Robin
Herman is monitoring Congressional action on rape law reform,
and Cathy Tinker is exploring the idea of creating a videotape or
using existing films as part of a .presentation to community
groups. -.
The groups have also been working on a response to the sexual
assault provisions of S-l, the proposed Federal Penal Code. S-l
is a highly repressive bill which threatens individual and group
rights in many areas of· civil liberties. Ironically, S-l has, a
progressive rape section which incorporates many of the reforms
urged by feminist groups. Ruah Lahey, Libby Leader, Debby
Grayson, and Holly Harris are writing a response to S-l's rape
provisions. Deena Gutnick, Betty Higgenbotham, and Laura
Dickey are researching and drafting the Statutory Rape section
ofthe group's model bill.
The Rape Law Reform Project sees its function as advocating
the passage of a model rape bill and enlightening community
groups about the need for law reform. Every Tuesday the group
meets to discuss the issues involved in rape, progress toward the
goals of the groups, and reports on projects. Copies of the Model
Rape Bill and comments, Svl, the Michigan Rape Statute of
1974, and other resources compiled on rape can be found in,
Women's Legal Clinic.
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Chicago Numbers Runner
Sings on CosaNostra
News Briefs
• The International Law Committee of The Young Lawyers Sec-
tion will be hosting a luncheon on March 25, 1976 at Noon at La
Fonda Restaurant, 1639 R Street, N.W. The luncheon speaker will
be Gerald Morgan, Esq., General Counsel of the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation. His topic will be whether private utilization
of the OPIC investment insurance program is desirable. For further
, information, call Kathy Sheekey at 223-1483. -
• The regional client counselling competition will be held on
Saturday, March 6, in Baltimore. D.C. Schools known to be entered
are American, Antioch, Catholic and Georgetown. If you are inter-
ested in attending, please call Dennis at 931-5111or 624-8296.
• The Honorable Robert H. Bork, Solicitor General of the United
States will be the guest oftheYoung Lawyers Section at its April 7th
luncheon. The meeting features a cash bar at Noon, and lunch at
12:30, at the International Club, 1800 K'Street, N.W. Cost is S5.50
per person. Reservations are available by calling 223-1483.
• Georgetown is planning a conference on Immigration Law. Call-
Carlos Rechio at 624-8262, for more information. .
©by Jeff Gorsky people who owns the money. I
All Rights Reserved pay them seven hundred. The
The following narrative was larger cut goes to the house.
provided to us by a woman who These are mainly quarter bets .:
once worked the numbers racket. The bookmaker in the area, the
is delivered to this place, then it
is transferred to the main place.
The wheel would be the
main place. The big wheel is' the
person to where all the money
would go. This is where they had
a numbers wheel. Say today they
Ion't have a number they want
:0 play, then they would spin this
. wheel to get the numbers -for
today. Sometimes it would be
two numbers, or 4, 5, 6 numbers,
but the main number I think
was three or four numbers.
This was-the same number for
the whole city. Sometimes they
would use the number from New
York. SayNewYork had 733 for
today; Chicago might have 373
for tomorrow. The numbers
were sometimes picked by horse
races, depending on the horse
races of the following day or the
day before.
Sometimes if someone in the
organization needs the money
they would fix it so this 0person,
no matter what number he had,
could hit the number. Sayso and
so's husband got killed, in a raid
or by the police or something. If
she. plays the nuinber,they're
going to let her hit the number
everyday that week. She']] playa
dollar, 50 cents, and they'Il let
her hit the number up to a
certain amount.
My job was to visit· four
houses, pick up packages of
numbers money, and.deliver it to
the house where the wheel was.
All I would do is to put a little
shopping bag in the back of a
Pleaseturn to p. 5, col. 3
pimp in the area might place a
bet for 20,-25 dollars, If you
make a bet for a hundred dollars
and the number comes out,
they']] pay you at least 4 or 5
hundred dollars for one number.
If you place a hundred on say
454, and 454 comes out, you
collect a lot more, but you're not
going to play the numbers no
~ore. You'll survive, )t'8 just
in Chicago. Readers should note
that the organization described
is the Mafia, and the man who
ran it at the time was Sam
Giancanna.
They were making over °a
million and a half a week on
numbers on the South Side. Just
on the South Side. They could
make 500 thousand on a bad
week, a million, million and a
half on a good week. You'd be
surprized how quarters, dimes
and nickels add up. Numbers
was the main source of money on
the South Side of Chicago for a
long time, just like in NewYork.
Say youwanted to place a bet.
They have' these dream books,
and people would say, I believe
this is a good number, this
number came in more. So the
person would place 5 dollars or
25, 50 cents on 321. You could
place on the first number, the
second number, the third num-
ber; on the first two, the second
two, or however you want to
place the bet.
If I play a dollar straight on
321 and 321 came exactly, I
would get back about .850
dollars, I should have got a
thousand. A percentage is given
to the person who wrote up the
bet. I turn you on' to where you
can make 3 thousand dollars;
you pay me a thousand. This is
divided between me and the
", ,"
Coming Events
, ...Tbeater
"If they figure you
,squealed to somebody, or
you're in with the wrong
people, they'll take to you. •. '
If it sounds good, 0 you're
fine, 0 but if it doesn't you're
going to come up missing- "
missing in the Calumet
River, to be exact."
"Hay Fever," Noel Coward's first successful comedy, wiUbe
staged by the George Washington University Theater on March 25,
26, and 27, and on April 1, 2, and 3.
All performances will be at 8 p.m. in the MarvinTheater, 21st and
H streets N.W., on the GW campus. Admission is S2 for students.
For reservations call 676-6178.
•..Concert that they don't like to payoff
that much money. They'd pay
this person and they'd tell him to
cool it off.
The person who writes the
number could be anybody, the
neighborhood drunk, the neigh-
borhood barber, the shoe shine
boy, just anybody. They would
make money on a commission. It
could also be a certain person,
there would be about 12 or 13
people in the area who writes
numbers. You write the number,
then you have to deliver the
money to one place. The money
The George Washington University 0 presents the next concert in
its 1975-76faculty series on Monday, March 29,1976 at 8:30 P.M. in
the Marvin Theatre, 800 21st Street, N.W. The concert will be
performed by George Steiner, violinist and Robert Parris, pianist.
The concert is Opento the public free of charge.
The complete program is as follows:
Mozart Sonata in CMajor, K.V. 303
Busoni Sonata No.2, Op. 36a
, c.P .E. Bach Sonata in BMinor (1768)
Faure Sonata in AMajor, Op. 13
Student Opinion
Ignored by Dean BEIGHTBAR REVIEW SCHOOL
CLASSESINSll VER SPRING-
WHEATON, ,MARYLAND,
graduation, was clearly the more
attractive of the two. The' poll
also asked those responding to
estimate the number of invitees.
The results were as follows: Four
or fewer: 0 82-. Five-eight: 66.
More than eight: 21. These
figures tend to indicate that a
number of those who voted for
Smith Center did so not on the
basis of the greater number of
invitees they would be able to
invite, but for some other
reason. The choice between
Lisner and Smith came to the
fore after an outside site had
been eliminated because of
contingencies of Washington
weather, which clouded past
outdoor law school graduations.
COntinuedfromp. 1, col. 5
of graduation. Fourth, the Dean
said that Lisner, the traditional
place of graduation, has been
without any major difficulties in
the past.
The SBA graduation poll
characterized' the choice be-
tween Lisner and Smith as a
conflict between ambience and
invitees, since the smaller Lis-
ner, the traditional place of
'MARYLAND BAR EXAM
Long'cour.e commence.' March 30, 1976
Short cour.e commence. ' June 2, 1976
Registrations are now being taken
[forJuly, 1976 Bar framl
FOR FURTHER'IN.FORMATION
'CONTACT:
ThomGsL 'Beight
570.D, "orl. f;....riclr'Av."". G.i,•• ,.6.r" M.r" .... 20740
Advocate to
SelectStaff
The Advocate will select next
year's editorial board by April
13th. In order to give full
consideration' to prospective
board members, interested stud-
ents should contact us by April
6th.
Positions on the board are
open to all NLC students. No
writing competition, grade point
competition, backstabbing, or
ass-kissing is required.
Stop by and see us in Room
11, Bacon Hall (downstairs); or
call us at 676-7325.
FOR SALE:
Current sets U.S.C.A., and
Words & Phrases, S500 per
set or offer. 223-4949 1:30-
5:00 p.m.; 931-5548 8:30-
11:00 n.m,
Phone 948-6555' or 460·8350
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Student Evaluations of Courses and Teachers
The student evaluations completed at the end of last
semester before final exams have finaIly become
available. Through the wonders of modern computer
technology, the valuable assistance' of the G.W.U.
Computer Center and at a total cost of several hundred
doIlars to the S.B.A, the results were compiled.
The function of this presentation is to provide (l) a
reference for students when selecting next' year's
courses; (2) information to the Dean on the perform-
ance of new and part time instructors.- and (3) an
appraisal for professors of how students reacted to their
course.
Each evaluation consisted of thirteen questions. The
scale varied from one (far below average) to five (far
above average). The statistical mean of all the courses is
3.5 (highest-4.7 and lowest-I. 7) and the mean for all the
professors is 3.6 (highest-3.9 and Iowest-fB). Assuming
the averages foIlowed a "gaussian" or normal
distribution, the vast bulk of the professors should have
ratings between 3.3 and 3.9 and the courses' ratings
should be between 3.2 and 3.8. Copies of the complete
results are being placed on reserve in the library.
FoIlowing is a list ofthe questions asked:
I. Instructional Materials
1.Rate 'the text and/or casebook as to its usefulness in
helping you to understand the subject matter of the
course.
2. Rate the non-textual materials (handouts, outside
or recommended readings, graphs, sample prob-
lems, etc.) as to their usefulness in helping you to
understand the subject matter.
3. How interesting were the materials?
4. Considering, inter alia. wordiness, depth of cover-
age, effectiveness of case selection and editing, and
, helpfulness of notes and comments, rate the overaIl
quality of the materials.
n. Professor
5. How organized and coherent was the instructor's
presentation of the material?
6. How interesting were the instructor's class presen-
tations? '. .
7. How respectful was this professor's attitude towards
and treatment of students?
8. Considering the suitability of the subject matter for
class participation, how encouraging and responsive
was the professor's attitude towards student ques-
tions and discussion?
9. How willing was this instructor to make himself
available and helpful to students outside of class?
, 10. Rate this professor's overaIl performance.
m.course
J1. Rate the conceptual difficulty ofthe subject matter ..
12. Considering the number of credit-hours, how much
work did this course require?
13. Give your overall evaluation of this course.
.Course Number, Title,and Professor Responding 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9• 10;- 11. 12. 13.
203-Day Contracts, Prof. Pock 118 3.5 4.7 3.6 4.1 4.2 4.4 3.5 3.7 4.8 4.5 4.1 3.8 4.2
203-Day Contracts, Prof.Nash 55 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.7 ,.4.2 4.4 4.5 4.3 4.2 4.5 4.2 4.0
203-Day Contracts, Prof. Cibinic 101 3.3 3.9 3.4 3.5 4.2 4.0 3.3 3.6 4.2 4.1 4.0 4.2 - 3.9
203-Night Contracts, Prof. Pock 96 3.3 4.5 3.6 3.7 4.2 4.5 3.8 3.2 4.3 4.4 3.9 3.5 4.0207-Day Torts,Prof. Seidelson 124 3.4 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.9 ..4.6 4.0 4.4 4.0 4.7 3.5 3.7 4.4
207-Day Torts,Prof. Schwartz 74 3.9 3.9 3.8 ' 3.9 4.5 4.1 4.7 4.6 4.3 4.4 3.0 3.1 4.1
207 -Day Torts, Prof. Park. 83 4.1 0.0 4.1 4.0 3.9 4.7 4.7 4.6 4.3 4.5 3.0 3.3 4.1
207 -Night Torts, Prof. Banzhaf 86 3.8 3.4 - 3.9 3.6 3.9 3.9.· 3.8 4.0 3.8 3.9 3.1 3.1 3.8
211-Night Property, Prof. Brown 57 2.6 3.2 2.7 2.5 1.7 1.5 3.3 2.9 3.0 1.9 3.1 3.2 1.9
21s-Day Crim. Law, Prof. Sirulnik 49 3.6 3.2 3.9 3.7 3.7 4.2 4.1 4.5 3.7 4.0 3.0 3.1 3.8
21s-Day Crim. Law, Prof. Robinson 48 3.3 ---3.4 3.5 3.4 3.I 3.1 3.1,. 2.7 3.6 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.0
2ls-Day Crim. Law, Prof. Ferster 66 2.5 3.1 3.0 2.7 2.1 2.1 2.5 '2.2 2.9 2.2 3.0 3.2 2.5
2IS-Day Crim. Law, Pref Starrs .73 3.1 3.8 3.6 3.4 3.2 4.0 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.2 3.0 3.5220-Day Legal Research, Prof. Gilligan 61 2.8 2.9 2.2 2.7 3.4 2.3 3.1 3.4 3.5 3.2 2.8 4.8 2.9
22Q-Day Legal Research, Prof. Carlson 38 2.5 3.2 2.3 2.6 2.1 2.2 .3.1 3.1 2.5 2.5 2.9 4.2 2.4
22Q-Day Legal Research, Prof. Bergold 58 2~8 3.4 2.5 2.9 3~0 2.4 4.0 3.7 4.4 3.3 2.4 4.3. 3.0
220-Day Legal Research, Prof.Phillips 70 2.4 2.4 1.8 1.9 1.7 1.4 2.2 2.1 3.3 1.8 2.4 4.6 1.7
220-Night Legal R&W, Prof. Popper 81 2.8 3.3 2.4 2.9 3.1 2.9 4.1 4.3 4.6 3.8 2.7 4.9 3.1
305-Night IntlLaw, Prof.Mallison 19 2.8 3.7 3.7 3.1 3~6 4.1 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.1 3.5 3.3 3.8
309-Day Conflicts,Prof Seidelson 51 3.4 0.0 3.8 3.7 4.8 4.5 3.8 4.4 4.3 4.7 3.6 3.2 4.2
,311-Day Agency & Part,Prof. Sharpe 47 2.9 0.0 2.8 2.8 2.7 3.1 4.1 3.9 3.7 3.1 2.6 2.6 2.9
311-Day Agency & Part,Prof. Schiller 38 3.0 0.0 2.9 3.0 2.6 2;6 .3.4 3.5 3.3 2.8 2.4 2.2 2.7
311-Night Agency & Part,Prof. Schiller 29 3.2 0.0 . 3.1 3.1 3.2 2.8 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.1 2.3 2.4 2.8312-Day Corporations, Prof. Green 118 3.1 0.0 3.0 3.1 4.5 3.8 3.5 3.7 3.5 4.0 3.4 3.4 3.6312-Day Croporations, Prof. Stevenson 114 3.1 3.6 3.4 3.3'" 3.6 3.5 3.7 4.0 3.9 3.6 3.2 3.2 3.4
313-Day Sales,Prof. Rothschild 79 3.5 0.0 3.4- 3.4 4.1 4.4 4.7 ·4.7 4.1 4.4 3.8 3.5 4.0313-Day Sales,Prof. Albert 66 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 2.8 4.0 4.0 3.4 2.8 3.4 2.4 2.6313-Day Sales,Prof. Ginsburg 38 3.1 3;7 3.2 3.2 3.4 3.3 4.4 4.5 4.0 3.6 3.7 4.0 3.3·. 318-Day Credit Rights, Prof. Kirkpatrick 64 3.1 0.0 2.8 3.0 3.2 2.8 4.0 3.8 0.0 3.3 3.5 3.2 3.2325-Day T s: E I,Prof. Weaver 44 3.7 0.0 3.2 3.5 2.8 3.3 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.4 3.0 2.9 3.3
325-Day T & E I,Prof. Kuhn 38 3.2 3.3 3.2 3.1 3.7 3.6 4.1 . 4.1 3.8 3.7 3.4 3.2 3.5329-Day Unfair Trade, Prof.Weston 78 3.8 3.9 3.6 . 3.8 4.1 3.4 4.1 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.3 3.3 3.7329-Day Unfair Trade, Prof.Harris 18 3.4 0.0 3.4 3.4 2.7 3.0 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.133Q-Night Fed Anti Trust, Prof.Weston 55 3.7 4.2 3.4 3.7 4.1 2.9 4.2 3.8 4.1 3.7 3.4 3.3 3.6331-Day Prod Liability,Prof. Schwartz 57 2.9 3.5 3.4 3.2 4.0 3.4 4.6 4.4 4.2 4.0 2.8 3.1 3.5
332-Day Fed Juris,Prof. Barron 63 3.2 0.0 3.4 3.3 3.7 4.5 4.3 ,4.5 . 4.1 4.5 4.0 3.6 4.2334-Day Adv Crim Procedure, Prof. Robinson 42 3.4 3.8 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.2 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.0 2.9 3.5334-Day Adv Crim Procedure, Prof. Ferster ·7 3.4 3.2 3.3 3.3 2.3 2.6 3.6 3.4 3.3 2.6 2.9 3.7 2.9334-Day Adv Crim Procedure, Prof. Starrs 21 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.4 2.7 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.0334-Night Adv. Crim Procedure, Prof. Starrs 39 3.3 0.0 3.6 3.3 3.4 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.2 2.6 3.4
336-Day Tax -Fed Income, Prof. Hambrick 88 2.7 .0.0 2.8 2.7 3.4 3.0 1.4 . 1.4 0.0 2.6 4.5 4.4 2.9336-Day Tax-Fed Income, Prof.Weaver '50 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.2 2.2 2.8. 2.6 3.0 2.4 4.1 / 4.1 . 2.6336-Night Fed IncomeTax ,Prof. Speiller 55 3.3 4.1 3.6 3.6 4.2 3.8 3.3 3.4 3.5 4.0 4.3 4.6 3.9338-Day Tax-Estate & Gift,Prof. Hambrick 19 2.5 0.0 3.0 2.8 3.4 3.2 2.6 1.9 0.0 3.5 4.4 4.1 3.5338-Night Fed Estate& Gift Tax, Prof. Kramer 50 2.9 0.0 3.0 3.0 4.2 3.8 3.7 3.3 0.0 4.0 3.6 3.5 3.5
340-Night Corp Tax ,Prof. Tucker, Prof.Osteen 28 4.0 3.6 3.7 4.0 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.5 4.4 4.9 4.7 4.3341-Day Labor Law, Prof. Merrifield 84 3.9 0.0 3.6 3.8 3.4 2.3 3.8 3.3 3.6 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.1341-Day Labor Law, Prof. Merrifield 25 3.9 0.0 3.8 3.9 3.6 2.6 4.1 3.8 0.0 3.4 ..3.3 3.3 3.5
Women Confer
Two thousand women ga-
thered in Philadelphia last week-
end for the Seventh National
Conference on Women and the
Law. The gathering was attend-
ed by law students, lawyers,
judges, community and legal
workers, and other women and
men affected by the status of
women under the law.
Participants each chose from
workshops covering -issues such
as Constitutional litigation strat-
egies, Title VII, and the rights of
elderly women.
Workshops panelled by local
and national experts and attor-
neys brought to the conference
the most effective methods for
dealing with both reaction to
them as women on the bench, as
- well as methods of dealing with
the long-ignored inequities of
women brought before the court
as plaintiffs and defendants.
Panels were punctuated by
sister professionals such as a
nurse-midwife, a welfare rights
community organizer, expert
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Running Numbers for the Mob
Proves to be Risky Businesswitnesses from trials for rape,
and prison officials.
- Friday night the conferees
witnessed a re-enactment of por- Continued from p. 3, col. S
tions of the recent California ' cart and 1would go by houses or
trial of Inez Garcia, convicted of apartments, stay for about five,
murdering the man who alleged- ten minutes, and put the money
Iy raped her. Saturday night, in the bag. If it was a -restaurant
Eleanor Holmes Norton, chair- 1 would sit down and eat, and
person of the New York Com- they'll put the money in the bag.
mission on Human Rights spoke Then I'd just pick it up and go to
on the political realities of the, - the house where the wheel is.
continuing struggle for equality You take the money there to a
through court litigation. _ room. They would take out the
The convention was an oppor- slips in the bag, then they would
tunity for women in the law all count the money right there in
over the U.S. to exchange front of you.
information, strategies and sup- Sometimes 1was asked to do a
port, and to establish permanent different job. They would say, "I
professional relations; strength- don't want you to make the
ening the base from which a vital rounds today, somebody will
area of the law is nowemerging. make the rounds for you. 1want
The conference was attended you to go up on the North side
by over twenty Law Center and do some checking." So what
women. The entire meeting was 1would have to do, by going to
taped, and summaries are being do some checking, I'd have to go
prepared for publication in to a house on the North side
future issues of The Advocdte. where the money comes in. And
I would have to count the
money.
1 worked there every day for
about a year. 1 made two
hundred and fifty dollars a
week, sometimes more, depend-
ing on if anybody hit the
number. Then I was paid a
certain percentage of what they
got. Normally people would hit
the number, in my area, about
twice a month.
I knew my landlady, and when
she found out I needed a job,
this is where I got the job. All I
was told was to ask no questions
and speak of no jobs, of what
¥ou had. You're not supposed to
Phi -Delta Phi, Meets
The John MarshalfInn of Phi
Delta Phi (National Law Center
Chapter) initiated twelve new
members last Saturday after-
noon at International Head-
quarters.
The following students joined
the fraternity: Suzanne Me-
Dowell, Andrew Schreer, John
Sarpa, Jeff Ayres, Miriam Frei-
lieher. Ray Karam, Doug San-
derson, Marvin Dang, Henry
Hildebrand, Paul Newman, Ger-
ry Laporte, and John Dempsey.
The ceremony was conducted
by Henry Berliner, President of
the Fraternity; Dick Ward,
retiring Province President;
Henry Cashen, acting Province
President; Terry Claassen,
Member of the National Coun-
cil; and Aaron Fodiman, Presi-
dent of the Washington, D.C.
Barrister Inn.
Following the brief formal
ceremony emphasizing profes-
sional integrity and service, the
participants gathered informally
for lunch.
--Course Number, Title, and Professor
341-Night Labor Law, Prof. Albert
347-Day Insurance, Prof. Schiller
Responding 1.
36 3.4
.~... 27 2.9
348-Day Dom. Rel, Prof. Kay ton
348-Night Dom. ReI., Prof. Potts
349-Night Local Govt Law, Prof. Washington,
Prof. Danzanky
351-Day Law & Acct, Prof. Ginsburg
351-Night Law &Acct, Prof. Ginsburg __
359-Night Patent Law,Prof. Kayton
372-Day Admin Law ,Prof. Banzhaf
372-Night Admin Law, Prof. Park
3 81-Day Env. Plan, Prof. Reitze
390-Night Forensic Medicine, Prof. Sharpe
21
47
23
32
72
92
-73
26
41
10
13
36
7.
10
30
29
17
12
11
15
11
5
28
26
'4.0
0.0
2.5
3.4
2.8
2.6
0.0
2.
0.0
0.0
2.3
3.4
2.9
0.0
1.9
2.5
2.7
4.2
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.5
2.5
3.1
2.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.5
3.5
2.8
2.7
2.7
4.5
3.0
3.0
3.6
4.0
4.0
0.0
3.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.2o.d
4.0
3.7
3.7
3.6
3.8
4.4
4.5
3.7
3.7
3.6
2.7
3.8
4.6
4.2
3.5
3.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.8
2.9
4.1
3.7
3.6
0.0
3.9
0.0
3.
3.5
3.1
4;
3.3
3.0
2.6
3.4
3.3
3.6
2.1
2.7
2.7
4.3
3.0
3;0
3.2
3.6
4.1
0.0
3.4
3.7
3.4
2.8
3.5
4.5
4.3
3.5
3.8
0.0
4.0
0.0
4.0
4.0
4.2
3.7
-3.8
3.0
4.0
have loose lips. They say loose hooker, or 1was in the numbers
lips sink ships. Well, it can also or something. So I'm supposed
sink your ~ss. to live like I'm on welfare.
The main thing they tell you is
"don't go flashing." Flashing
means to -show somebody that
you're making good.•Say, every-
one in the neighborhood knew
me and they knew 1 wasn't
working, so they figured 1was on
welfare. If I was walking around
with a leather coat, or mink,
either they'd figure I was a"
"They say loose lips sink
ships. Well. it can also sink
your ass."
1 had a three room apartment
in the roughest section of town. {.
paid a hundred dollars a month
for it. I wear a pair of sneakers, a
pair of blue jeans. a beat-up
Pleaseturn to}). 7, col. 1
Phi Alpha ueu«
Discusses Programs
The guest speaker will be Mon-
roe Freedman, Dean of Hofstra
LawSchool, nationally known in
the field of legal ethics. This
program is open to all students,
faculty and guests.
The Spring Inns of Court
Program featuring the Trial of a
Civil Case will be held in early
April and there will be a profes-
sional program at GW to be
announced in the near future.
The John Jay Chapter of Phi
Alpha Delta held a meeting the
evening of March 9 to discuss
programs and projects for the
remainder of the semester. The
agenda included a job place-
ment program for chapter mem-
bers. Letters will be sent to GW
PAD alumni nationwide and all
PAD alumni in the Washington
area who will be asked to return
a form indicating positions
available. Other projects dis-
cussed include a scholarship Plans for initiation of new
competition for chapter mem- members are being formulated.
bel'S and a minority fellowship Special invitations will be issued
program for students entering to those who have expressed an-
the law school in J976. interest in becoming .affiliated -
The Phi Alpha Delta Brandeis with the Phi Alpha Delta profes-
Chapter of American University sional fraternity. Other inter-
Law School will hold its Tom ested students may contact Al
Clark Lecture on April 2, 1976, -. Deleo, 820-6576, or, Diana
at 8 PM in the Ward Circle Allen, %5-3897, for informa-
Building, American Uni,:,ersity._ tion.
5., 6.
2.5 28
3.1 3.0
3.3
3.2
3.6
3.6
413-Day Pub. Pol & Mass Media, Prof. Barron
417 -Night Trade Reg., Prof. Harris
424-Day Business Plan, Prof. Green
433;,Night Govt. Contracts, Prof. Nash,
Prof. Cibinic
441-NightDisability, Prof. Doherty
459-Day Prob of Consumer, Prof. Rothschild
486-Day Law & Psych, Prof. Silverberg
SOl-Day Land Development, Prof. Brown
SOl-Day Land Development, Prof. Brown -
S05-Day Intergovt. ReI. I, Prof. Nash
526-Night Trademark, Prof. Leeds
5S4-Night Tax-Deferred Comp., Prof. Chabot
567-Night Sem. Tax., Prof. Muoio, Prof. Irish
592-Day Con Law Sem, Prof. Silard
2.6
2.2
2.4
4.8
3.8
3.3 -
3.7
3.0
3.1
2.5
2.7
4.9
3.5
3.6
4.0
3.2
4.1
2.8
4.1
4.5
3.0
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.4
4.2
3.9
3.5
4.1
4.0
4.1
4.3
3.0
3.9
3.8
4.7
3.4
7.
3.9
3.9
2.7
4.2
3.8
3.6
3.8
3.7
3.2
4. 5
3.8
4.4
4.5
3.7
2.8
3.8
4.7
5.0
4.4
4.9
4.5
4.9
4.2
4.3
4.6
4.4
3.9
3.5
3.7
3.9
3.6
4.1
3.4
4.5
4.4
3.9
3.8
4.4
4.6
5.0
4.4--
5.0
4.7
4.9
4.2
4.3
4.6
3.6
-8.
3.7
3.7
3.4
4.1
3.6
0.0
3.7
3.8
0.0
4.3
3.6
4.4
4.6
3.3
3. 5
4.3
4.0
4.3
4.0
.5.0
4.7
4.7
4.2
4.3
4.1
3.2
9.
3.4
4.0
10. 11.
2.8 3.0
3.3 ·2.7
3.4
4.1
3.4
3.6
3.0
2.6
2.9
4.6
3.6
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.5
3.8
3.3
3.-1
3.1
2.7
4.5
3.7
4.1
3.3
3.6
4.0
4.1
3.9
4.7
4.2
4.9
4.2
4.4
3.7
2.9
3.4
2.9
3.7
3.8
3.4
4.2
4.1
4.5
3.0
3.5
4.2
3.3
3.8
12.
3.0
2.5
2.7
2.6
2;7
2.7
3.6
3.5
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.0
3.3
2.9
3.4
3.3
4.8
3.9
2.7
2.4
3.2
4.7
4.3
4.3
3.1
3.6
3.1
4.0
.13.
3.1
3.2
3.0
3.2
2.4
2.5
3.0
4.6
3.3
3.4
3.6
3.4
4.4
3.1
4.2
4.0
3.7
\
4.0
3.7
4.7,
3.9
4.2
4.0
4.1
4.5
, 2.8
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Courses and Teachers
Autumn course evaluations (reprinted on pages 4~5) are a
'predictable story. The average evaluation is again well above
the 3.0 mean score on the scale. Last year, courses averaged
3.5, while professors averaged 3.7. And this year the average
scores were 3.5 and 3.6, respectively;
The consistency of the result extends to individual courses
and professors, as well. Legal Research 'and Writing is an
unpopular subject, whoever teaches it. On the other hand,
Torts is popular.' Professors Pock, Seidelson, Barron and
Rothschild regularly tip the scale with high scores; At the
other extreme,Professors Ferster and Hambrick, plus a new
addition, Mr. Phillips, appear at the bottom. -.
The regularity of student opinion is more than statistics,
because the written evaluations are very similar each year, too. '
Although some professors routinely request the survey sheets
be forwarded from the Student Bar Association, most do not.
This usually means that the professors who least need
additional feedback receive it, while those who could most
profit from it (or most deserve it) never get it. -
The' course evaluation system is an expensive and time-
consuming way to tell students and' faculty what they already
know. The. only tangible result .of evaluations may be. that
some courses required on bar exams fill Room 10, while others
cannot even fill a seminar table in the Library.
'Students: 1976
Dean- 62% want
to graduate in Smith.
Inconclusive! We'll
use Lisner!!
Fetch my sealing wax,
Boy. I've spokenll "
BALSA.A ~dsin Plan/r,ting
Regional Fund-Raising Event
BALSA has been busy lately. stages of this affair which was
On Saturday, February 21, the conceived with a purpose of
Mideast Region sponsored a providing funds for a regional
fund-raising disco ball on the scholarship fund the Mideast
Rutgers University campus. ·AI- region is attempting to establish.
though the affair was' not the Villanova University will host
financial success hoped' for.. the spring Regional Conference
those in attendance from the . on .Saturday, :March 13. The
'entire region, claim to have GW chapter will send three
enjoyed themselves, official delegates to the confer-
Local GW BALSA members ence.. which is open to any
aided the Seton Hall and BALSA member wishing to
Rutgers chapters in the planning attend. This meeting will be
In the19SO's, magazinearticles proliferated on the problem
of student apathy, the apparent disinterest of students in
anything outside their personal spheres of activity. The
reversal which took place in the 1960's was more than
unexpected; it brought sheer terror to school administrators.
Now in the later 1970's, it seems the pendulum has swung
back again. In 1970, Spring semester's exams at the NLC were,
cancelled because the school closed down during the Chief Justice Warren E. renee E.• Walsh of New York
b 1973 h b h Burger has unveiled plans for a City.Cambodian invasion protest. But y , t e est t e . national conference that will More than 250 legal figures
students could muster was a protest about the distribution of "take a searching look at some and other national leaders' will
first-year grades. This year, students have griped a little, but ofthe basic aspects and underly- gather at the conference vto
no Grade Reform Committees have sprung up. ing assumptions of our legal and determine, in Burger's words,
Current students in the law school seem to be concerned judicial institution." '''not merely how to tighten the
about less and less. The turnout for the first-year spring moot 'nuts and bolts' of the existing
court competition was not exactly encouraging. Nor has this The April 7-9 conference, to mechanisms of the judicial
newspaper found great journalistic. stirrings in the hearts of be held in St. Paul, is being, system, but whether funda-
students. sponsored by Burger, chairman mental changes need to be
The SBA lodged its complaints about student non-partici- °uft~tedJUdSitciatl~oncfehrl.enfceJoft~hemade."
'. . .' . . . A d hi' t f h t mea es; e us Ice The conference, the chief
patl~n In Its activities. n .t e ow turnou or ~ e rece~ "Charles S. House of Connecti- justice said, is inspired by
elections may have been, the most absurd exercise yet In, cut; chairman of the Conference Roscoe Pound's 1906 speech
"student government" at the law school. of Chief Justices; and American before the ABA House of
Weare at a loss to give any fully adequate explanation of all Bar Association President Law-. Delegates on "The Causes of
this, although it is possible to think of an influential factor
here or there. The student body in any case is more colorless
than ever and not much inclined to involve itself in activities
around the law school.
We suspect that our own editorials would receive greater
response (positive or negative) if we came out for more beer
parties or fewer posters in the stairwells. The only hope may be
that the 1980's will soon arrive.
w4t Abunnttt
Edltor-In-Chlef
Oliver Denier Long
Managing Editor
Bill Wallace
Photographer
Andrew Lapayowker
Feature and Opinion Editor
Doug Watts
Business Manager
Phil Kramer
Contrlbuton: Jeff Gorsky, Jon Plotkin, E. Sue Shapiro,
Cathi Tinker, BillWalsh
devoted to regional business,
including reports, regional re-
commendations and resolutions
for introduction at the National
Convention in April, and intro-
duction to· potential candidates
for national and regional offices.
Anyone wishing to attend
should contact Cathi Thomas,
Regional .Director, or Joanne
Yancey, Regional Representa-
tive. '
Chief Justice 'Unveils Plan' for
National Conference on Law
Popular Dissatisfaction with the
Administration of Justice." In
that address, Pound complained
about a lack of a basic legal
philosophy, which gives "petty
tinkering where comprehensive
reform is needed."
Burger speculated that "per-
haps what we lawyers have been
doing for many; many years is to
scrape the barnacles off the hulls
of the 'judicial ships' and clean
the boilers and engines when we
should have been. considering
new and' different kinds of
vessels more fitted to the 20th
century world."
.I'M A QOF\~
w~tt\-~\l+
'JI>I> ?
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Swept Away: Old Broom But sun Sweep'ing
by E. Sue Shapiro
Una Wertmuller's films have
been causing a lot of comment
since taking the big American
cities by storm. Perhaps it was a
disadvantage to have seen
"Swept Away, now at the Outer
Circle, without first taking a
look at the others she has
directed, such as "Love and
Anarchy" and "Seven Beau-
ties." Anyway, this film was.
viewed out of the generic or
sequential context in which the
Running Nurnhers ...
Continued from' p. 5, col. 5
skirt, or sweater, so the people in
the neighborhood didn't really
know who I was. They knew the
people who were writing the
numbers, but they, would never
,know I picked up all the money.
Cause who would suspect a
young woman with tennis shoes
and jeans trying to go into the
store with food stamps to be
working numbers?
When you get the job they
actually put the fear of the Lord
into you. They tell you "Don't
steal. This is our money, we're
going to give you yours. We're
not going to let anything happen
to you. If you get caught by the,
police, we'll take care of it, But if
you feel like you're going to be
frisky today and you pick up 20,
30, 40 thousand dollars, and
decide you're going to skip town,
there's no skipping. You skip
right to Hell." That's what they
tell you, and you know what
they're talking about.
Sometimes things did happen
where people were trying to'
abscond with the funds, and
sometimes they came up missing
and sometimes they would be
given ,another chance. They
would be asked why they took
the money, and if the man says
his wife was sick, or his kids
were sick, and so and so said
they couldn't give me any more
money, they're going to go to so
and so andflnd out if this
happened.
If so and so says it did, then he
would be alright. But he'd better
be telling the truth or things
could get pretty rough. He could
come up missing, real quick;
If they figure you squealed to
somebody, or you're in with the
wrong people, they'll talk to
you, they'll give you a sign of it.
If it sounds good, you're fine,
but if it doesn't you're going to
come up rnissing-c-missing in
the Calumet River, to be exact.
They tried to keep you happy.
By keeping you happy they won't
have any problems, you won't try
to dip' into what's not yours.
They'll tell you when you come
in, "If you ever need any money,
don't try to take none of ours.
We're sorta like' your fringe
benefits." ,
Like a credit union, they'd
loan' you money. If what they
gave you is not' enough to take
care of you, in order to keep you
happy, they would pay you up to
a certain amount. Say they
would loan me S hundred
dollars, then when I started back
to work i would pay them S
hundred dollars plus whatever
they charged me for the loan-
quarter on the dollar, nickel on
the dollar, whatever. But if they
didn't know, you, and they're
going to loan you some money,
they're going to charge you SO
cents on the dollar, maybe more,
depending on how much money
it is. If you were a merchant you
would have to pay a percentage,
like 10% a day.
"What they'd do when
people got busted is, they'd
have a lawyer .. -. only the
best"
Another thing, if! said so and
so had robbed me, this would be
their first and last time. If things
did happen where somebody
bothered me, then something
would happen to them.
Actually, I never had any
problems. I could walk down the
street in the middle of the night
and I could have 40 thousand
dollars on me and nobody would
bother' me. I lived in the
roughest section, I picked up in
theroughest section of town. "
They were having bad gang
wars there then. But l could
walk because I knew mostyoung
people, young men who were
gang members. If something
were going to come off, like they
were going to have a fight over in
the playground, and I was going
to come by the playground, the
guys would say "We're going to
Please tum to p. 8, col. 1
The Jacob Bums Law Library
Library Hours-r-Spring Recess
Saturday, March 27 9 a.m.vl p.m.
Sunday, March 28 CLOSED
Monday, March 29
Thru ' 9a.m.-l0p.m.
Friday, April 2
Saturday, April 3 9 a.m.-S p.m,
Sunday, April 4 noon-l0 p.m,
Monday, AprilS 8 a.m.-midnight
(resume regular hours) ,
works of any given artist so often
take refuge.
"Swept Away" is a film about
playing roles. The action starts
aboard a yacht in the Mediter-
ranean, where a bunch of
spoiled Italians are spending the
slimmer swimming, playing
cards, and making life difficult
for the local types they have
hired to tend ship.
The conflict, focuses on Raff-
aela, a beautiful blond bitch
from Milan, and .her hatred for
Gennarino, the handsomest and
most rebellious of the ship's
staff. One evening at, twilight,
Raffaela forces' Gennarino to
drive her, in a motorized rubber
raft, for a swim in a nearby cove.
The motor dies, leaving the raft
and its passengers to drift onto a
lush, desolate island.
There, Gennarino : at last
stands up to his impossible
mistress, so' effectively brutaliz-
ing her that she willingly
becomes his slave and mistress
in the other sense. And there
they live happily ever after, at
peace with an unusually cooper-
ative Mother Nature, until the
inevitable ending.
This movie is so luminously,
searingly offensive on so many,
levels that it is, in its way, a work
of genius. Taking the story
without its obtrusive symbol-
ism-and it should be able to
stand by itself..,-it diffuses the
hackneyed myth that people, but
particularly, women, love no-
thing so well as being slapped
down, and require only thorough
subjugation to make thein fall
in love with their tormentors.
Cruelty and sexuality may be
used as effective vehicles for
each other-"Gon~ With The
Wind" did this in epic scale-s-
but when cruelty and sexuality
, merge totally on the screen, the
audience is left watching a very
secular type of skin-flick, which
many of them certainly never
expected or paid to see.
The film also attempts to
reduce the complexities of ital-
ian politics to the. Great Racial
War between tlre dark masses in
the South and the white aristo-'
crats of Northern Italy. Raffaela
is fair. arrogant, and elegantly
sexy (after three days and
infinite intercourse on 'the is-
land, her blue eyeshadow never
fades>, Northern refugee. Gen-
narino, a swarthy Southern
peasant, mutinously endures her
slurs against his beloved Com-
munist Party until he hasher in
his power. And despite all the
humping, and the screaming,
and the passion, which is
averred rather than demon-
strated, this is about as personal
as the two of them ever get, and
about as profound a political
statement as the film ever
makes.
The final irony is the discovery ,
that Raffaela is really neveiin
Gennarino's power-that domi-
nance, like love, is .Iargely a
matter of accident and environ-
ment. Until that revelation,
there is great jemptation to
dismiss this movie as' an over-
acted tribute to monomania. But
for its beauty, its fast pace, and
the controversial issues it finally
refused to resolve, the movie ,is
worth seeing. Judging from on-
the-scene reactions, "Swept
Away" is a qualified success, but
don't expect to get carried away.
Pick the Final Four
The outcome of the NCAA
Basketball X'harnpionship has,
in many circles. become the
chief topic of discussion, replac-
ing moot court and the idiosyn-
cracies of H. P. Green. We all
know the preoccupation of law
students with winning and los-
ing, with scoring points and with
knowing "the inside dope. The
Advocate wants to tap'.' these
interests. If this month will see
you moreinterested in rebound-
ing than remanding, you should
enter the Advocate Final Four
Contest-you may win two tic-
kets to the Bullets' first playoff
game.
All entrants have to do is com-
plete their predictions, being
sure to include in their predic-
tion the .score of the final game.
.Entries need not be typewritten,
and footnotes are not required.
All entries must be at the Advo- ,
'cate office (Bacon 11) by S p.m.,
March 18. This deadline is firm
since there will be games played
that night.
If more than one entrant cor-
rectly picks the final four teams..
"the winnerwiIl be the one who
most accurately predicts the
final outcome and score.
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Rurrrringthe Numbers.~. Reform Sought by SBA
Legal Writing Coursesbe passing money some way.
There was a connection be-
. tween this and the city patron-
age that went on in the wards.
In Chicago they have precinct
captains; this guy knows every-
thing that's going on, and he got
the job from some Senator or
Congressman. If you are in with
him real tight, he can tell you
everything that going on in the
ward and he never has to leave
. his house. So if you want a job,
., he would know exactly where
And people don't tell you whc every job was.
you're working for, don't say sc Now he wouldn't come out
and so on the N0r:th Side is in. and recommend a job like this,
charge of everything.: All you <like I had cause he doesn't want
know i~ ~ou're working for Mr. you to co~e back and say "I got
Jon~s m. the .drugstore, and this job here, and what I'm
you re doing this for Mr. Jones. doing I got through Mr. so and
It pays not to ask more, cause ; so." That could make him lose
the less y?u. k?ow, the. less." h~s job. He don't want to get
trouble you re gomg to get mto'burnt so he would have to tell on
And the more you ,kno~, they ·.the Senator who got him his job. '
figure the more you re hable to .So he'll say"I know where you
tell·.can get a job. Go see Joe, go see
The whole time I was there I 'Sam, see Dave or whoever, and
never saw a police raid. We tell him I sent you." You'd go
never had a raid. There was a" there and you'd see these people
raid, but they raided the house, and say so and so sent me here,
next door to where the money and they'll tell you what job to
was. Everyone knew where the get. It's a close knit thing.
money was in the South Side. When I was there things were
But the police made a raid down going pretty smoothly. Things
-the street, next door-never. _have gotten pretty shaky since'
there. then. The lottery . didn't hurt
Now the police on the Chicago them. They have a lottery in
. South Side are like the roughest Illinois, and people play the
bunch going, so somebody has to' 'numbers anyway. But when the
Continued from p. 7, col, 2 .
have a fight" and I would stay
away.
The guys who ran this were .
just regular neighborhood guys.
I never saw anybody that looked
like anybody. There weren't
nobody driving around in a Rolls
Royce that you could see on the
South Side of Chicago. No
Italian dude with the black hair
and the moustache. You didn't
see him:
by Bill Walsh from a petulant dislike of the
It is significant to note the material. The source of discon-
lowest faculty evaluation scores tent arises from the structure
went to one of the legal writing and execution of the course
and research instructors. The itself.
course also had the highest work The S.B.A. Legal Writing and
load rating, 4.6 (exactly the same Research Committee is contin-
as last semester) and the lowest uing its efforts to propose a long
average overall course rating, term reformulation of the Legal
2.6. Writing course. It is not too late
In order to place these Legal to contribute ideas. Suggestions
Research figures in the proper in writing may be left at the
perspective, one has only to S.B.A. office (or slipped under
examine the Contracts I ratings .. the door if is not open).
It is generally acknowledged
(and the evaluations bear this
out) that the Contracts I course
is the most difficult, first year
course, conceptually and tradi-
tiontlly, These professors pro-
ject an awesome presence within
the classroom (see Paper Chase
et al), And despite the self-
serving temptation to rate this
course low, the average overall
course rating actually was 4.05;
and the professors got a 4.3
(both values being significantly
above the all-course average).
This comparison is not made
because of any similarity in the
sum and substance of these
courses. It is made rather to
dispel any lingering thought that
the universal low opinion of
Legal Research derives from the
student's aversion to work or.
recession started, people had
less money. Police were getting
shaky because they didn't have
their cut, and things started
blowing up. And the Republican
D.A. has shaken things up.
People started getting busted.
What they'd do when people
got busted is, they'd have a
lawyer. They're going to have
only the best. He makes a deal
with somebody, he goes to the
police and says "We're going to
make a deal. Let them go and
we'll show you where the things
is." So they'll take the police to
some little place somewhere
where they got 50 thousand
dollars and the police think they
got the biggest wheel. But the
big wheel's right next door. They
set somebody up.
If I worked therefor a year
and' they didn't have any
trouble, they might have given
me more money, more responsi-
bility. It was sorta like a senior-
ity thing, a merit promotion. But
there was no trouble in my
getting out, because I was a
young woman, and, I wasn't
really on to what I was doing at
the time. All I had to tell them
was that I had found a job that I
liked. They told me that if I
didn't make it, that I always had
a job there.
"Does that make you feel
secure?"
'. No.
We're)t#1 in Maryland, D.C., and
Virginia-and with good reason:
BRIprepares more successful bar applicants' for
each exam in those, jurisdictions than all other
bar reviews Combined.
..'
·Those applicants chose BRIbecause BRI's
materials-both Multistate and loeallaw outlines-
are unsurpassed in quality and because
'"
·BRI's~ulty memberS are bar review experts-
specialists on past exams, the best ,combination'
of national and local exPertise.
. '
Early-Bird: March 12-May 8
RegularCourse:June1-July 17
1909 K Street,N.W - 833-3080. .;-" .
WashingtOn,'O.c. 20006' BRI
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N.~U. Law
Bicentennial-
Program
At a four-day conference in
April, New York University
School of Law will hold a Bicen-
tennial celebration devoted to
American law. A prestigious
group of speakers, including the
Chief Justices of the United
States and England, will discuss
the development of American
law through two centuries and
will project basic legal trends of
the next century.
In addition to Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger and Lord
Chief Justice Widgery, the pro- ,
gram will feature authorities'
from both legal and nonlegal
disciplines, including such fig-
ures as Nobel Prize-winning
economist Wassily Leontief and
consumer-advocate Ralph Na-
der. '
The conference will open on
April 27 with a series of discus-
sions by nationally prominent
judges, lawyers and law profes-.
sors on various areas of the law
and on trends in these areas.
In the second part of the-
program, beginning April. 29,
the law will be analyzed from the
perspective of several different
nonlegal disciplines. Featured
speakers will include Robert
Packwood, Barry Commoner,
Isaac Asimov, Daniel Bell,
Ralph Ellison, and Malcolm
Boyd.
Admission to the conference is
by ticket only. For further
information on tickets and a
complete schedule of speakers,
write Gerald Crane, New York
University School of Law, Van-
derbilt Hall, 40 Washington
Square South, New York, N.Y.
10003; or ca1H212) 598- 7741. .
~~~~,,~~.
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•• WHERE IMAGINATION
IS THE
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION
